MOVING FILTER HEAD FOR ALPHA / BETA AIR CAM
Model # MFH-AB

FEATURES
- MOVING FILTER TAPE
- AUTOMATIC ADVANCE
- REMOTE AIR SAMPLING DETECTOR HEAD
- OPEN FACE BREATHING ZONE OPERATION FOR ROOM AIR
- SEALED PLASTIC CASE WITH CARRYING HANDLE
- CLEAR FRONT PANEL

DESCRIPTION:
FILTER TAPE:
- MATERIAL: 5.0 um TEFLOM MEMBRANE FILTER
- SPECLON# BSP-FILT-50BTA
- WIDTH: 1.25"
- LENGTH: 1,200" (other lengths optional)

OPERATION:
- 1 YEAR 1 YEAR UNATTENDED USE – STEP EVERY 8 HRS
- 1 MONTH 1 MONTH UNATTENDED USE – STEP EVERY 1 HR

WEIGHT & DIMENSIONS:
- SIZE : 5" X 10" X 7"
- WEIGHT: 5 LBS

MODES OF OPERATION:(User Specified)
- REMOTE START: SINGLE SHOT
- TIMED OPERATION: -- (PRESET TIME)
  - SINGLE SHOT
  - AUTO REPEAT

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES:
- FILTER ROLLS- LONGER, SHORTER
- SNIFER HOSE HOOD, GLOVE-BOX, STACK OR OTHER LOCATION
- MASS FLOW SENSOR PRECISION HOTWIRE SENSOR OR SIMPLE ROTOMETER
- POWER 115 VAC – 60HZ STANDARD; 230 VAC – 50 HZ
  - OPTIONAL DC SYSTEM
- MOUNTING WALL MOUNT, HANDHELD, OR TRIPOD